Both kits are great for performing one-person hydraulic brake and clutch bleeding, and for transferring fluids from tanks and reservoirs. In addition, model MV8000 includes features and accessories for performing numerous engine diagnostic and mechanical tests.

Features/Benefits

- Features modern, ergonomic design for comfortable, long-term use
- Performs engine performance diagnostics, brake bleeding, fluid transfer, evacuation, sampling, windshield repair and more
- Convenient one finger vacuum release
- Premium gearless diaphragm gauge (MV8000 only)
- Reinforced handle improves durability
- Field serviceable — standard maintenance kits and replacement parts are available
Both kits contain the advanced Mityvac hand vacuum pump, renown for its performance and features by technicians and service professionals worldwide.

In addition to these kits, Mityvac offers the following four models of Selectline pumps:

MV8000 includes:
- Precision-made repairable vacuum pump with gauge (MV8010)
- Pumps up to 1 cubic inch (16cc) per stroke
- Develops and maintains up to 25” of Mercury vacuum
- 4-1/2 oz. Reservoir jar with fluid transfer and storage lid
- Two – 2 ft. long, 1/4” ID hoses
- Rubber cup adapter
- Two universal bleed screw adapters
- Vacuum “T” adapter
- Automotive test and bleed adapters
- User manual (English/Spanish/French)

MV8020 includes:
- Precision-made repairable vacuum pump (MV8030)
- Pumps up to 1 cubic inch (16cc) per stroke
- Develops and maintains up to 25” of Mercury vacuum
- 4-1/2 oz. Reservoir jar with fluid transfer and storage lid
- 2 ft. long, 1/4” ID hose
- Two universal bleed screw adapters
- Two tapered bleed screw adapters
- 1/4” ID x 1 1/2” long (6.4 mm ID x 40 mm long) connection tube
- User manual (English/French/Spanish)
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Go to www.mityvac.com for more information